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We present anab initio study of elastic scattering and vibrational excitation of NO by low-energy
s0–2.0 eVd electron impact. The low-energy scattering cross sections are dominated by shape resonance
contributions associated with the3S−, 1D, and 1S+ states of NO−. Resonance parameters for the three anion
states were extracted from an analysis of fixed-nuclei variational(complex Kohn) calculations that employed
elaborate trial wave functions. Independent estimates of the resonance parameters were obtained by analyti-
cally continuing the results of large-scale coupled-cluster calculations into the plane of complex momentum.
The local complex potential model was used to calculate vibrational excitation cross sections, as well as the
resonant portion of the vibrationally elastic cross sections. These results were combined with background
contributions from the fixed-nuclei calculations to compute elastic and grand total cross sections. Our results
capture the essential features of recent measurements of the cross sections, but suggest the need at lower
energies for a more sophisticated, nonlocal treatment of nuclear dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The diatomic molecule nitric oxide plays an important
role in a number of physical, chemical and biological pro-
cesses. Our interest here is in its interaction with low-energy
electrons, which is of direct relevance to understanding its
role in various atmospheric processes. The low-energy be-
havior ofe−-NO cross sections has been the focus of several
experimental studies[1–4], including three recent investiga-
tions [5–7] which have provided absolute values for total,
elastic and vibrational excitation cross sections. By contrast,
there has been very little theoretical work on electron-NO
scattering, especially in the region below 3 eV collision en-
ergy which is dominated by negative ion resonances. Several
early studies[8,9] provided semiempirical determinations of
the resonance parameters obtained from analyses of available
experimental data. Tennyson and Noble[10] later performed
R-matrix calculations, but only at a single internuclear dis-
tance, and reported energy-dependent eigenphase sums, but
no cross sections. Da Paixao, Lima, and McKoy[11] also
performed fixed-nuclei calculations at the equilibrium geom-
etry, but did not report cross sections below 5 eV collision
energy. To our knowledge, there have been no previous the-
oretical estimates of electron-NO cross sections in the impor-
tant low-energy region below 3 eV.

Low-energy electron-NO scattering poses significant the-
oretical challenges. Neutral NO is an open-shell molecule
with a 2P ground electronic state. The ground state of the
negative ion NO− is a 3S− state and is bound by only
24 meV [12]. By analogy with its isoelectronic counterpart
O2, NO− has low-lying excited states of1D and 1S symme-
try. All three anion states are electronically unbound at the
equilibrium internuclear distance of the neutral and give rise
to a rich series of overlapping resonance structures which
dominate the electron-NO cross sections below 3.0 eV. A

quantitatively accurate determination of cross sections in this
region is difficult since the proper placement of the reso-
nance states relative to the ground state can only be achieved
with an elaborate correlated target state and a trial wave
function that achieves a balanced description of correlation
in the N- and sN+1d-electron systems. Moreover, to explain
the rich energy structure observed in the cross sections, the
nuclear dynamics problem must be solved for all three reso-
nances.

In the present study, we have used the complex Kohn
variational method to perform fixed-nuclei electron-NO scat-
tering calculations, in different total symmetries, over a
range of internuclear geometries. These calculations provide
background elastic cross sections and, in the resonant sym-
metries, are used to extract theR-dependent resonance ener-
gies and lifetimes which form the basis for a study of the
nuclear dynamics. We have also carried out large-scale
coupled-cluster calculations on neutral NO and on the3S−,
1D and 1S+ anion states, at geometries where the latter are
electronically bound. We have devised a procedure for ana-
lytically continuing these results to geometries where they
are electronically unbound, to provide an independent esti-
mate of the complex potential energy curves of the anion
states. Finally, we use the local complex potentialsLCPd or
“boomerang” model[13] to study resonant nuclear dynamics
on the different anion curves and to evaluate the vibrational
excitation cross sections. Our theoretical results will be
shown to capture the essential features of recent experiments,
but also suggest the need for a nonlocal treatment of the
nuclear dynamics to produce quantitative predictions and to
reproduce some features of the cross sections for excitation
of higher vibrational levels.

The theoretical formulation we have used is described in
the following section. Section III presents the computational
details of the present theoretical study. Our results are pre-
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sented in Sec. IV, along with comparisons to recent experi-
mental data. We conclude with a brief discussion.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

To understand the general features of low-energy
electron-NO scattering, we can use a simple molecular or-
bital picture of the relevant wave functions. Neutral NO has
an open-shell2P ground state; its electronic configuration is
scored8s5 sd2s1 pd4s2 pd1. The quasibound(resonance) an-
ion states have the configurationscored8s5 sd2s1 pd4s2 pd2.
The two open-shell 2p electrons can be coupled to form
three states with symmetries3S−, 1D, or 1S+, which, by anal-
ogy with O2, are expected to be separated by only a few
electron volts. Fixed-nuclei electron-NO scattering in these
overall symmetries, at low energies, produces amplitudes(T
matrices) that display a prominent resonant behavior that de-
pends strongly on the internuclear separation. The vibrational
excitation cross sections are found to be dominated by these
resonance contributions. For the vibrationally elastic and to-
tal scattering cross sections at low energies, we would expect
there to be, in addition to resonance contributions, significant
background contributions arising from thes2p ksd 1P and
3P symmetry components; these components vary slowly
with internuclear distance. Fixed-nuclei scattering calcula-
tions at the equilibrium geometry should therefore yield ac-
curate values for the background cross sections.

Our approach, then, is to first compute complex potential
curves(positions and widths) for the three anion states. We
have tackled this problem in two different ways. One ap-
proach is to perform fixed-nuclei scattering calculations in
the three resonant symmetries and to extract resonance pa-
rameters, for each geometry of interest, by analyzing the en-
ergy dependence of the eigenphase sums. Since the quality of
the electronic wave functions that can realistically be em-
ployed in such an approach is limited, relative to what can be
achieved in a bound-state calculation, we seek an indepen-
dent method for computing the resonance parameters. Such a
method involves analytic continuation of bound-state results
and will be described below.

To evaluate the resonant vibrational excitation cross sec-
tions, we have employed the local complex potential model,
described briefly below. Since the resonances belong to dif-
ferent total symmetries, the LCP calculations can be carried
out seperately for each resonance and these cross sections
can be added, with appropriate statistical weights, to produce
the physically observed cross sections.

A. Local complex potential model

Traditional approaches to resonant vibrational excitation
of molecules by electron impact are generally based on rig-
orous resonance scattering theory, formulated within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The theory can be
equivalently formulated in several ways to derive a so-called
nuclear wave equation that governs the nuclear dynamics
due to the resonance state(s). Following O’Malley [14], who
developed the formal theory using the Feshbach formalism

[15], we can write the governing equation(for a diatomic
target) as

fE − EressRd − KRgjni
sRd

− lim
e→0

o
n
E dE8

UE8nsRd

E + ie − E8
E dR8UE8nsR8djni

sR8d

= UEni
sRd, s1d

whereE is the total energy,R is the internuclear distance,KR
is the nuclear kinetic energy operator,EressRd is the elec-
tronic resonance energy andjni

sRd is the wave function, as-
sociated with an initial target state having energyEni

, that
describes the relative motion of the nuclei. The function
UEni

sRd is a matrix element of the Hamiltonian between the
electronic resonance wave function,cressr ;Rd, and a back-
ground function that describes the nonresonant scattering. If
we assume the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to be valid
for describing the latter, thenUEni

sRd can be factored as

UEnsRd = hcressr ;RduHelsr ;Rduckn
sr ;RdjhnsRd

;gskn,RdhnsRd, s2d

where ckn
sr ;Rd is the electronic part of the background

function and the curly brackets in the first line of Eq.(2)
indicate integration over electronic coordinates(r ) only and
hnsRd is a vibrational wave function of the neutral target.kn

is the channel electron momentum and is defined by energy
conservation, 2E=2En+kn

2. Thus the nuclear wave equation
of formal resonance theory is an inhomogeneous
Schrödinger equation with an effective Hamiltonian that is
complex, nonlocal and energy dependent.

Numerical solutions of the nuclear wave equation, at least
for diatomic targets, have become routine with current com-
putational methods[16]. The more formidable challenge,
with ab initio methods, is calculating the parameters that
define the nonlocal effective nuclear potential. In particular,
the coupling term,UEnsRd, requires computing a matrix ele-
ment between a nonresonant scattering function and the elec-
tronic resonance wave function. If one uses the formally ex-
act definition of the latter, defined by the residue of the
Green’s function at a resonance pole[17], then one is neces-
sarily required to perform fixed-nuclei calculations at com-
plex energies to locate the resonance energies, and the cou-
pling matrix elements must generally be defined by analytic
continuation from the lower half plane[18]. Alternatively,
one could approximate the resonance wave function by a
discrete, normalizable function and introduce projection op-
erators to compute the background function, defining the
coupling element as an “off-shell” matrix element between
the resonance function and the background function[19]. It
is worth noting that, in all recent theoretical studies using the
nonlocal formalism, an assumed functional form for the cou-
pling matrix element is employed.

In this initial study, we have instead adopted the usual
practice of approximating the effective nuclear Hamiltonian
by a simpler local operator. These approximations, and the
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conditions under which they are justified, are well under-
stood[20,21]. They yield the so-called local complex poten-
tial or boomerang equation[13]

fE − KR − EressRd + iGsRd/2gjnsRd = fnsRd, s3d

where the negative ion potential energy curve is character-
ized by a real partEressRd and an imaginary part −iGsRd /2.
The “entry amplitude”fn is defined as

fnsrd = sGsRd/2pd1/2hnsRd, s4d

wherehn is the initial vibrational wave function of the neu-
tral target. The resonantT matrix for vibrational excitation is
obtained by projecting the solution of Eq.(3) onto the “exit
amplitude”fn8,

Tnn8sEd = kfn8ujnl. s5d

Combining Eqs.(3) and(5) allows us to writeTnn8sEd as the
matrix element of a nuclear Green’s function between entry
and exit amplitudes

Tnn8sEd = kfn8u
1

E − KR − EressRd + iGsRd/2
ufnl. s6d

The entry and exit amplitudes,fn andfn8, depend on the
initial and final target vibrational wave functions, but not
explicitly on the initial and final electron momenta. This is so
because in deriving the boomerang equation, the electron
momentum,kn, is replaced by the local momentumksRd at
which the resonance would occur if electrons were scattered
by molecules with the nuclei fixed at separationR, that is,

k2sRd
2

= EressRd − E0sRd, s7d

whereE0sRd is the electronic energy of the target. This ap-
proximation is a good one when the resonance energy is
much larger than the spacing between the target vibrational
levels; in such cases, the local complex potential model can
be expected to yield accurate results. In general, the cross
sections computed with the boomerang model, which are
given by the expression

sn→n8 =
2p3

E
uTnn8sEdu2 s8d

will be inaccurate at very low energies and will not have the
correct energy dependence near threhold. This problem is
sometimes addressed by thead hoc introduction of “barrier
penetration factors”[22] into the entry and exit amplitudes
that ensure the correct energy behavior of the cross sections
near threshold,

fnsrd =
fsknd

f„ksRd…
fGsRd/2pg1/2hnsRd. s9d

For example, Wigner’s threshold laws can be satisfied by
choosingfskd to bekl+1/2, wherel is the lowest partial wave
that contributes to the resonance. As well as correcting the
qualitative behavior at low energies, these somewhat arbi-
trary factors can significantly change the magnitude of the

cross sections away from threshold, so we have not investi-
gated their use in this work.

To compare with physically observed integrated cross sec-
tions, the unweighted cross sections for each resonance state,
computed with the local complex potential model using Eq.
(8), must be multiplied by their appropriate statistical
weights and added. For the case of NO, which has a2P
ground state, the physical cross sections are given by the
expression

sn→n8
total =

1

8
s3sn→n8

3S−
+ 2sn→n8

1D + sn→n8

1S+
d. s10d

B. Fixed-nuclei electron scattering calculations

The fixed-nuclei electron scattering cross sections were
computed using the complex Kohn variational method[23].
In this method, the electronic trial wave function of the scat-
tering system is expanded as

C = o
G

AfFGsx1 ,...,xNdFGsxN+1dg + o
m

dmQmsx1 ,...,xN+1d,

s11d

where theFG are N-electron target eigenstates,xi denote
space-spin coordinates,A antisymmetrizes the coordinates
of the target and scattered electrons and theQm are square-
integrable sN+1d-electron configuration state functions(
CSFs) described further below. The first sum, which we de-
note as theP-space portion of the wave function, runs over
the energetically open target states. We denote the second
sum as the correlation portion of the wave function.

In the Kohn method, theFG, which represent the wave
functions of the scattered electron, are expanded as a linear
combination of symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals(Gaus-
sians) and numerical continuum functions. Although the
present study is confined to electronically elastic scattering,
the first term in the trial function is written as a sum to reflect
the fact that the open-shell ground state of NO is a2P state
and in general, depending on the total symmetry under con-
sideration, both spatial components of the target ground state
must be retained in the trial function. TheN+1-electron
CSFs describe short-range correlations and the effects of
closed channels and are critical to striking a proper balance
between intra-target electron correlation and correlation be-
tween target and scattered electrons.

For the target ground state, we use a multiconfiguration
wave function obtained by defining a complete active space
of molecular orbitals and performing a full configuration-
interactionsCId calculation within that space of orbitals. For
the correlation part of the wave function, we included two
classes of terms. The first class is the set of allN+1-electron
CSFs that can be formed from the active space of target
orbitals. These are generally referred to as “penetration
terms” [23]. Since the scattering functionsFG are constucted
from bound and continuum functions which are, by construc-
tion, orthogonal to the target orbitals, the penetration terms
are needed to relax any constraints implied by this strong
orthogonality. In addition to the penetration terms, we in-
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cluded a second class of “CI relaxation terms”[23]. The
target ground state is built as a fixed linear combination of a
number of CSFs, sayM, from the active space. The target CI
calculation can also producesM −1d excited states, which are
presumed to be energetically closed. The CI relaxation terms
are constructed as the direct product of these states and the
orbitals used to describe the scattered electron. In other
words, this class of CI relaxation terms is simply the comple-
ment s1−Pd of the P-space portion of the wave function.
This complement, combined with the penetration terms, con-
stitute the correlation part of the trial wave function. In solv-
ing the variational equations, we use Feshbach partitioning to
combine the penetration and relaxation terms into an optical
potential. For more details on this subject, we refer the reader
to Ref. [23].

C. Resonance curves from electronic structure calculations

In addition to performing fixed-nuclei scattering calcula-
tions, we have also carried out electronic structure calcula-
tions for the NO ground state and the3S−, 1D and1S+ anion
states, in the regions where they are electronically bound,
using coupled-cluster methods. We have devised a method
for analytically continuing these results to provide complex
potential curves in the regions where the anion curves are
unbound. In addition to providing a check on the accuracy of
the resonance widths extracted from the scattering calcula-
tions, this procedure allows us to construct resonance curves
with wave functions that include more correlation effects
than could realistically be used in any practical scattering
calculation.

Consider a bound anion potential curve in a region where
it is close to crossing the neutral curve. To the right of the
crossing, theR-dependent binding energy,E0sRd−EressRd, is
a positive real number, which we denote asksRd2/2. To the
left of the crossing,ksRd becomes a complex number that
characterizes the resonance. We now make an analogy with
potential scattering and assume the problem can be described
by a Jost function,Fl(psRd), that describes a scattered elec-
tron with momentumpsRd and angular momentum,. For a
nonpolar target, we can take, to be the dominant angular
momentum component of the resonance. For a polar target,
this definition may be modified to incorporate the long-range
electron-dipole interaction[24].

Bound states, as well as resonances, correspond to zeros
of the Jost function. So the “resonance momentum,”ksRd, is
simply that value ofpsRd for which the Jost function van-
ishes,

uFl„psRd…upsRd=ksRd = 0. s12d

But nearpsRd=0, F,spsRdd can be expanded as[25]

F,„psRd… = a0sRd + a1sRdpsRd2 + ¯ + b1sRdpsRd2,+1

+ b2sRdpsRd2,+3 + ¯ , s13d

so what we seek are solutions to the equation

0 = a0sRd + a1sRdksRd2 + ¯ + b1sRdksRd2l+1 + b2sRdksRd2l+3

+ ¯ . s14d

The coefficients,fai ,big, can themselves be expanded in a
power series in the internuclear distance. So retaining the
first three terms in Eq.(13) and expanding the coefficients
through first order inR, the equation that defines the reso-
nance curve can be written as

0 = 1 +c1R+ c2ksRd2 + c3RksRd2 + c4ksRd2l+1 + c5RksRd2l+1.

s15d

The known quantities are the realk values and corre-
sponding internuclear distancesR where the anion is bound.
The unknown coefficientsci can be determined from these
known values by using, for example, a linear least-squares
procedure. Having determined these coefficients, we have
(for integer ,) a polynomial in k whose zeros define the
resonance curve for allR. The zeroes of this polynomial will
in general be complex and the anion potential curve is de-
fined asE0sRd−ksRd2/2. As we will see below, this remark-
ably simple procedure can give very accurate results.

III. COMPUTATIONS

A. Complex Kohn variational scattering calculations

The basis sets for the complex Kohn calculations were
chosen as follows. The target orbitals were determined using
a basis of contracted Gaussian functions centered on each
atom. For oxygen, we used as10s6p4d/6s5p4dd set which is
the same as thes11s7p4dd set described by Gilet al. [26],
with the most diffuses andp functions deleted. For nitrogen,
we used Dunning’s[27] s9s5p1d/5s3p1dd basis. For the
scattering calculations, the oxygen basis was augmented with
one additional s-type and one additionalp type function(ex-
ponents 0.0316 fors and 0.0254 forp), while two additional
d-type functions(exponents 1.0 and 0.05) were included on
the nitrogen.

The target state wave function was obtained from a com-
plete active space configuration-interaction(CASCI) calcula-
tion where the active space consisted of 5s, 6s, 1p, and 2p
orbitals, which yields 54-term functions for each component
of the 2P ground state. The target molecular orbitals for
these calculations were obtained by first performing a self-
consistent field(SCF) calculation on the closed-shell ground
state of NO+. The occupied and virtual molecular orbitals
from this calculation were then used to perform a CI calcu-
lation for the ground state using a single reference plus all
single excitations. The density matrix for this state was di-
agonalized to produce the 5s, 6s, 1p, and 2p natural orbit-
als for the CASCI calculations that describe the target in the
Kohn trial function in1P and 3P symmetry.

For the symmetries in which negative ion shape reso-
nances occur, we found it necessary to take both the anion
states and the neutral ground state into account in determin-
ing the active space of target orbitals, so as to get a proper
description of the resonance states relative to the NO ground
state. For the resonance symmetries, therefore, we also car-
ried out single-reference plus all-singles calculations for the
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various anion states. The density matrices from the anion
calculations were averaged with the neutral ground state den-
sity matrices and then diagonalized to obtain the natural or-
bitals that were used in the complex Kohn calculations in
3S−, 1D, and1S+ symmetry. If the neutral ground-state den-
sity matrix were used to generate natural orbitals, our limited
CASCI calculations would place the neutral NO potential
curve too low relative to the anion states. Conversely, using
the anion density matrices to generate the natural orbitals
over correlates the resonance states relative to the neutral and
places them energetically too low. Averaging the density ma-
trices is a convenient expedient for striking a balance be-
tween correlation effects in the neutral and anion states.

The averaging scheme used depends on the symmetry un-
der consideration. In3S− symmetry, we averaged the density
matrix for the3S− anion state with the density matrices for
the two degenerate components of the2P ground state. As
we will see below, this choice of molecular orbitals gives a
good balance between correlation effects in the negative ion
state and the neutral ground state in the trial wave function
for the scattering calculations. The anion states all have a
dominant 2p2 structure. In3S− symmetry, the two 2p elec-
trons occupy orbitals ofdifferentspatial symmetry and, con-
sequently, optimal 2p orbitals for the neutral and3S− anion
states are rather similar. In the case of the1D resonance, the
two 2p electrons are in thesamespatial orbital, so the dif-
ferences between target and anion orbitals are expected to be
larger. It is consequently more difficult to describe the neu-
tral and1D anion states with a common set of active orbitals
and we should therefore expect larger errors in that case.

Similar considerations come into play in determining the
1S+ resonance, despite the fact that the two 2p electrons in
that case occupy different spatial orbitals, for reasons that are
a bit more subtle. The1D anion state is doubly degenerate. In
the reduced symmetryC2v in which these calculations were
performed, one component of the1D state appears in1A2
symmetry, the other in1A1 symmetry. The1S+ resonance
also appears in1A1 symmetry. The contributions to the total
cross section from1D and 1S+ symmetry are strictly addi-
tive: the 1D and 1S+ resonance contributions to the cross
section in1A1 symmetry overlap, but they do not interfere. In
order to extract the resonance parameters for the1S+ anion
state from a calculation performed in1A1 symmetry, we must
first subtract the contribution from the1D resonance. The
latter can be obtained unambiguously from the calculations
performed in1A2 symmetry. For the subtraction procedure to
work, we must assure that the two components of the1D
state remain strictly degenerate. This means that the active
orbitals used in both1D and1S+ symmetry calculations must
be chosen identically. The averaging scheme we used in
these symmetries therefore included the density matrices for
the neutral ground state and both the1D and1S+ anion states.

As outlined in Sec. II B, the complex Kohn trial function
included all CSFs generated by placing eight electrons in the
four frozen core orbitals, seven electrons in the active space
and one electron in the(augmented) virtual space. This set
plus the remaining penetration terms gave trial functions of
,5000 configurations for each total symmetry considered.
For the resonant3S−, 1D, and 1S+ symmetries, calculations
were performed over a range of internuclear distances and

the resonance parameters extracted by fitting the eigenphase
sums to a Breit-Wigner form. For geometries where the
negative ion states become electronically bound, i.e., where
they lie below the neutral NO ground state, their energies
were determined by diagonalizing the “bound” portion of the
full Kohn Hamiltonian.

Table I lists the resonance parameters we obtained from
these calculations at the equilibrium internuclear separation
of the target. For comparison, we have listed the values ob-
tained by Tennyson and Noble in their one-state, static-
exchange plus polarizationR-matrix calculations. These au-
thors also reported results for six-stateR-matrix calculations,
but those results evidently led to an unbalanced description
of the anion states, since the3S− anion state appeared bound
relative to the ground state of NO in those calculations. Also
listed in Table I are the resonance energies for the3S− and
1D states obtained by Teillet-Billy and Fiquet-Fayard[9]
from a semiempirical analysis of the experimental data of
Tronc et al. [4].

For the background1P and 3P symmetries, we only per-
formed calculations at the equilibrium internuclear separa-
tion of 2.1747 bohr. The eigenphase sums and integrated
cross sections for these symmetries are plotted as a function
of energy in Fig. 1. The only other theoretical data available
for comparison in this energy range are the eigenphase sums
reported by Tennyson and Noble[10] using theR-matrix
method, which are rather different from the present results.
The R-matrix calculations included polarization effects but,
unlike the present calculations, they employed an SCF target
wave function.

B. Coupled-cluster calculations

We also carried out electronic structure calculations using
the coupled-clustersCCd method. We performed coupled-
cluster, single- and double-excitation calculations with a
noniterative triples correctionsCCSDsTd) [28] using aug-
mented, correlation-consistent, polarized valence triple-zeta
basis sets[29,30] on the neutral target and negative ion
states. The CC calculations give unambiguous values for the
anion potential energy curves at geometries where they are
electronically bound. To the left of their respective crossings

TABLE I. Resonance parameters for the three low-lying NO−

states at an internuclear separation of 2.1747 bohr.

Symmetry Eres (hartree) Gres (hartree) Model

3S− 0.017 0.0064 Analytic continuation

0.016 0.0060 Complex Kohn

0.033 0.0065 Ref.[10]

0.017 Ref.[9]
1D 0.057 0.036 Analytic continuation

0.045 0.031 Complex Kohn

0.066 0.027 Ref.[10]

0.042 Ref.[9]
1S+ 0.076 0.062 Complex Kohn

0.098 0.045 Ref.[10]
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with the ground state NO curve, the anion states become
complex quantities. For these latter geometries, we carried
out analytic continuations for each anion state using the pro-
cedure outlined in Sec. II C. For the angular momentum of
the resonantly scattered electron, we used the value,=1. As
previously mentioned, one can modify this choice in the case
of a polar target to take account ofR-dependent dipole mo-
ment [24,31]. We found this modification to be negligible
(less than 1%) in the present case, since the dipole moment
of NO is small(0.15 D) at equilibrium and goes through zero
over the Franck-Condon region of interest here.

C. Complex resonance curves

The resonance energies and widths from both the complex
Kohn calculations and CC calculations are plotted in Figs.
2–4. Note that all energies are plotted relative to the mini-
mum of the NO ground state, which is taken as the zero of
energy. For the3S− anion case, the complex Kohn and the
analytic continuation model give virtually identical reso-

nance parameters, giving us additional confidence in the va-
lidity of the Jost function model, as well as in the accuracy of
the variational scattering results for this symmetry.

For the1D case, the agreement is not quite as good as in
the 3S− case. We believe the complex Kohn results to be less
accurate in this case, reflecting the fact, as stated earlier, that
it is more difficult to describe the neutral and negative ion
states with a common set of molecular orbitals in this case.
Nevertheless, the resonance widths for the1D state obtained
from the scattering calculations and from analytic continua-
tion are seen to be very similar.

The results for the third resonance,1S+, are shown in Fig.
4. We see from the coupled-cluster results for this case that
the negative ion curve remains very close to the neutral curve
to the right of their crossing near 2.9 bohr. To understand this
behavior, it is again useful to point to the analogy between
the NO− states and the states of O2. In the case of oxygen,
the 3Sg

−, 1D and 1Sg
+ states all dissociate to Os3Pd+O−s2Pd.

However, in the case of NO−, as Zecca[3] pointed out, only
the 3S− dissociates to Ns4Sd+O−s2Pd. The 1D and1S+ states
both correlate with N−s3Pd+Os3Pd. But the electron affinity

FIG. 1. Eigenphase sums, in radians, and integrated fixed-nuclei
cross sections, in atomic unitss1a0

2=0.28310−16 cm2d for e−-NO
scattering in3P and 1P symmetry at equilibrium geometry. The
R-matrix results are from Ref.[10]. The cross sections include sta-
tistical weights of 1/4 and 3/4 for the1P and 3P cases,
respectively.

FIG. 2. Comparison of3S− resonance energies and widths from
complex Kohn and electronic structure calculations. Upper panel:
NO ground state and real part of the3S− resonance energies. The
portion of the CCSDsTd resonance curve to the left of its crossing
with the neutral curve was obtained by analytic continuation. Lower
panel: resonance widths.
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of nitrogen is essentially zero, so the neutral NO curve and
the 1D and 1S+ states must all correlate to the same limit.
This behavior is clearly evident for the1S+ anion, which
crosses the neutral curve at a largeR value. Since there is no
region where the1S+ state is electronically bound and well
separated from the neutral ground state, the analytic continu-
ation procedure cannot be carried out for the third resonance.
The CC curve to the left of the crossing shown in Fig. 4 is
thus the “raw” energy obtained from the structure calcula-
tion.

The complex Kohn results for the1S+ case show the reso-
nance crossing the neutral at a somewhat smaller internuclear
distance than the CC results show. There was also more un-
certainty in obtaining the resonance widths in this case, since
the 1S+ resonance becomes quite broad, making a Breit-
Wigner analysis difficult. Since we felt that the coupled-
cluster results for the1S+ state are quite accurate in the vi-
cinity of the crossing with the neutral curve, we used the CC
results for the real part on the resonance energy in the local
complex potential calculations, along with the widths from
the scattering calculations. TheR dependence of the widths
was shifted by. 0.2 bohr to insure thatG vanishes at the point
where the resonance state crosses the neutral.

IV. RESULTS

The resonance contributions to the integrated vibrational
excitation cross sections we obtained using the local com-
plex potential model are shown in Fig. 5. The3S− and 1D
cross sections both show pronounced boomerang structures,
while the broad1S+ resonance gives structureless cross sec-
tions that rapidly diminish with increasing final vibrational
quantum number. The peaks in the3S− cross sections are
narrower than those in the1D cross sections, reflecting the
difference in the widths of the two resonances. In the vibra-
tionally elastic cross sections, the1D and 1S+ cross sections
both display a qualitatively incorrect dependence on energy
below 1 eV, rising rather than falling with decreasing energy.
For both cases, this energy range falls well outside the reso-
nance region where the local complex potential model is
valid. Moreover, the results shown in Fig. 5 were obtained
without including any barrier penetration factors in the boo-
merang calculations that would force the cross sections to
vanish at threshold.

To help explain the structures seen in the computed cross
sections, we refer to Fig. 6, which shows the vibrational
levels of the2P neutral and the3S− and1D anion states, the
latter computed using the real parts of the resonance poten-

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, for the1D resonance. FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, for the1S+ resonance. Note that the
CCSDsTd 1S+ curve in the upper panel is the raw result, not the
analytically continued result.
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tial curves. These curves can be compared to the semiempir-
ical curves obtained by Teillet-Billy and Fiquet-Fayard[9]
(not shown). The equilibrium internuclear distances for the
3S− and 1D anion states we calculated(2.39 and 2.37 bohr,
respectively) are very close to the semiempirical values, as
are the relative shapes of the curves. Moreover, the energies
of the 3S− levels we find, relative to those of the neutral, are
also close to the semiempirical values. For the1D anion
state, however, our calculations give a curve which lies
,0.35 eV above the one determined semiempirically.
Teillet-Billy and Fiquet-Fayard’s analysis of the data of
Tronc et al. [4] assumed a coincidence of the3S−sn=7d and
1Dsn=2d levels as a criteria to position the1D curve relative
to the 3S curve. Our calculations, on the other hand, show
the 3S−sn=8d and 1Dsn=1d levels to coincide in energy.

Inspection of the3S− curve shows that its lowest vibra-
tional level lies outside the Franck-Condon region of the
neutral ground level and hence makes no contribution to any
of the cross sections. The progression of peaks seen in the
elastic s0–0d 3S− cross section, starting near 0.1 eV, arise
from then=1,2,3. . .vibrational levels of the anion. For the
case of 0–1 excitation, then=1 level of the3S− anion is
energetically closed, so the progression of observed peaks

FIG. 5. Local complex potential results for the 0-0, 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3 electron-NO vibrational excitation cross sections. The3S−, 1D, and
1S+ symmetry contributions, including statistical weights of 3/8, 1/4, and 1/8, respectively, are shown, as well as the total cross sections.

FIG. 6. Neutral and anion potential curves and vibrational lev-
els. Solid curve, ground-state NO curve; dashed curve,3S− anion
curve; dotted curve,1D anion curve.
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begins withn=2 anion level. Analogously, the peaks in the
0–2 and 0–33S− cross sections arise from then=4,5... and
n=5,6. . . anion levels, respectively. It is also worth noting
that, in 3S− symmetry, the energy location of a given peak
does not change when observed in different exit channels.

In the case of the1D cross sections, then=0 anion level is
again Franck-Condon forbidden, so the progression of peaks
observed in all the cross sections corresponds to resonance
contributions arising from then=1,2,3... anion levels. In
this case, however, the peak positions are not constant with
respect to exit channel quantum number, shifting to higher
energy as the excitation level increases. The peaks are also
seen to broaden with increasing excitation. These features
are both associated with the shorter lifetime(larger width) of
the 1D anion, relative to the3S− state.

Our calculated cross sections are compared with experi-
ment in Figs. 7–9. The integrated elastic and total cross sec-
tions are shown in Fig. 7. For reference, our calculated grand
total cross sections(the sum of the integrated elastic and

vibrationally inelastic cross sections) are also tabulated in
Table II. The authors will provide tabulated values for other
cross sections upon request. The calculated results for the
integrated elastic cross section were obtained by adding the
background1,3P (Fig. 1) cross sections to the resonance
cross section[Eq. (10)]. We also adjusted the1D and 1S+

contributions to the 0-0 cross sections(Fig. 5) below 1 eV so
that they go smoothly to zero. The experimental results for
the total cross section are those of Alle, Brunger, and Buck-
man[5], obtained by high resolution time-of-flight spectros-
copy, while the integrated elastic results plotted are the re-
cent absolute crossed-beam measurements of Jelisavcic,
Panajotovic, and Buckman[7]. The recent results of Josicet
al. (not shown) [6] — obtained from a semiempirical analy-
sis using measured electron-swarm data—give total cross
sections very close to those of Alle and co-workers. The
calculated cross sections are seen to be,40% larger than the
measured values, but are qualitatively very similar, showing
a pronounced series of resonance peaks superimposed on a
rising background cross section. The peak spacings and
widths are in reasonably good accord with experiment.

The 0-1 integrated vibrational excitation cross sections
are presented in Fig. 8. For comparison, we show the calcu-
lated results, the crossed-beam results of Jelisavcic, Panajo-
tovic and Buckman[7] and the swarm-derived results of
Josicet al. [6]. In magnitude, our results are closer to those
of Josicet al.. When compared with the direct crossed-beam
measurements, however, there are significant qualitative dif-
ferences. While the calculated results show a progression of
peaks arising from the3S− resonance(see Fig. 5), only two
low-energy narrow peaks are seen experimentally. The peaks
arising from higher vibrational levels of the3S− anion, while
prominent in the measured elastic cross section, are evidently
suppressed in the excitation cross section. In the swarm-
derived results, the peak positions for all the excitation cross
sections were fixed to coincide with those measured by Alle,
Brunger and Buckman for the total cross section.

The 0-2 vibrational excitation cross sections are plotted in
Fig. 9. In this case, our calculated cross sections fall between
the crossed-beam and swarm-derived results in magnitude,

FIG. 7. Comparison of theory and experiment for vibrationally
elastic and grand total cross sections.

FIG. 8. Comparison of theory and experiment for the 0-1 cross
section.

FIG. 9. Comparison of theory and experiment for the 0-2 cross
section.
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but the qualitative differences between theory and direct
measurement are now more significant. The beam measure-
ments show a complete suppression of the3S− resonance
peaks in the 0-2 cross section: while the energy threshold for
excitation is 0.46 eV in this case, the beam data show no
significant excitation below 1.1 eV.

Jelisavcic and co-workers[7] have suggested that interfer-
ence between the resonances might be responsible for some
of the observed features, but this possibility can be ruled out
on theoretical grounds. As pointed out above, the negative
ion states all have different total symmetries, so their contri-
butions to the integrated cross sections are strictly additive,
even beyond the local complex potential model. The sup-
pression of resonance features in the higher excitation cross
sections is more likely a dynamical effect that cannot be
described by boomerang model calculations that employ a
strictly local potential as well as energy-independent entry
and exit amplitudes. The introduction of an energy-modified
exit amplitude, as in Eq.(9), into the boomerang model
would be one way of(arbitrarily) supressing the near-
threshold peaks in the cross sections. It is more likely that a
fully nonlocal treatment of the dynamics for the lowest reso-
nance, which we intend to explore in future work, will be
required to obtain better agreement with experiment.

V. DISCUSSION

We have presented the results of a fullyab initio treat-
ment of electron-NO scattering in the low-energy region
dominated by negative ion shape resonances. The fixed-
nuclei cross sections were computed using the complex
Kohn variational method and were used to extract the re-
quired resonance parameters. These parameters were inde-
pendently checked using large-scale electronic structure cal-
culations along with an analytic continuation scheme we
devised for evaluating the resonance widths.

These initialab initio results confirm the interpretation
that the prominent features observed in the elastic and vibra-
tional excitation cross sections arise from3S− and 1D nega-
tive ion states. The lowest energy peaks observed are due to
the 3S− state and appear at the same energy in different exit
channels. The3S− peaks are overlapped by a broader series
of 1D peaks at higher energies which shift in energy as the
exit channel quantum number changes. We have also found
that the third1S+ resonance, which contributes to the elastic
background cross section, is too broad to display any boo-
merang structure.

While the local complex potential model we have used
manages to capture essential features of the measured cross
sections, there are deficiencies in the treatment that become
increasingly apparent in the higher excitation cross sections.
The vibrational levels of the3S− anion are energetically
close to those of the neutral target, which invalidates several
key assumptions used in deriving the local complex potential
model [20,21]. Nonlocal effects, beyond the boomerang
model, may be critical in explaining the suppression of reso-
nance peaks that occurs in the higher excitation cross sec-
tions. We hope to explore these effects in future studies of
this interesting and challenging system.
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